Primary Schools

Booking
Booking for workshops is essential. We recommend a teacher pre-visit, free of charge. This
is an opportunity to discuss risk assessments and planning for the workshop. Booking can be
arranged by contacting Helen Byass on 01964 537474 or email info@wassand.co.uk

Pricing

Outdoor Learning
Programme

Each of the workshops last two hours and the cost is £4.00 per child.
Adults and helpers are free.

Education Room
Our new Education Room opens in spring 2018. This will have interactive resources
and provide shelter in the event of wet weather conditions.

Picnics
We have picnic tables or the Education room can be used for lunch, please check
availability when booking.

How to find us
The entrance to Wassand Hall is on the A1035, first right after Seaton driving
towards Hornsea.

Wassand Hall
Seaton
East Yorkshire
HU11 5RJ

www.wassand.co.uk

Curriculum Linked workshops 2018

Woodland
Adventure
Learning

Which birds and plants

Environmental Estate

would Little Red Riding

Agents

Hood find at Wassand?

Foundation, Key Stage 1 and 2

Foundation and Key Stage 1

Curriculum links: Science,

Curriculum links: Science,

Literacy, Design and Technology.

Literacy and Numeracy.
Why do they live here?
Step into Little Red Riding

Children can discover examples

Hood’s shoes! Children can

of different animal homes and

explore the woodland walks

nests. Activities include making

using scientific equipment. They

their own mini bug hotel.

are encouraged to spot
differences and similarities
between species. Lots of hands
on experience in this session.
Look out for the wolf!

How will global
warming affect our

Woodland Explorers

environment?

Key Stage 2

Key Stage 2

Curriculum links: Science,
Numeracy and Geography.
Explore the wonder of the
woods! Using their senses and
scientific equipment, children
can learn more about trees and
biodiversity of the environment.
Activities include measuring and
identifying different species

Curriculum links: Science and
Geography and Literacy.
Children can journey back in
time to investigate Jurassic
plants and native trees. In
groups they investigate
different growing conditions and
changes that may take place in
the future. They can record
their findings and report back
to the rest of the group.

Stone Age Experience
Key Stage 2
Curriculum Links: History and
Geography.
How did Stone Age people live?
What did they eat and how did
they cook?
Find out in this session!
Activities include building
shelters and making a fire.

